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Luigina Mortari, To Know ourselves  to Care Ourselves
The first commitment of education is teaching to care ourselves. There are lots of 
references to Greek culture but there’re also many observations about contempo-
rary authors – Stein, Fucault, Hadot. The theory of knowledge is central  for this 
argumentation.

Enza Colicchi,  Pedagogy between “Challenges and Utopias” and “Knowledge Society”.
When we talk about pedagogy we often think to “challenge” because it usually 
agrees lots of provocations from educational and social events. Not only. We talk 
also of “utopia” because pedagogy shows the direction of theoretical research. 
The author puts these arguments in critical and pedagogical reflections to offer a 
complex profile of contemporary subject.

Mario Manno, Remembering Bruner
The essay is dedicated to one of most eminent Italian scholar of pedagogy, Le-
onardo Trisciuzzi and the author reflects about the different manners to study 
pedagogy today. The classical authors, as Bruner, Piaget or Dewey, would to be 
central for young students of education for their human and professional growth. 
We want thinking peoples – says the author – and to obtain this result it’s neces-
sary to return to classic literature. 

Paolo Orefice, Community Educators of Childhood in Cuba and in Italy
This essay is the result of an international research about the formation’s process 
of educative jobs. There is the comparison between Italian and European contest 
about territorial approach in educative jobs and the author shows many interest-
ing elements of Cuban situation that we can use also inside our contest. The first 
attention is about the quality of education for childhood. 

Maria Vittoria Isidori, Ambivalence inside Female Education. Development Lines for 
the Gender Teaching Method

The female word is very complex and today the asymmetry with male sphere 
is also evident. During Twentieth-century, thanks to social studies and critical 
pedagogy, we can meet a new way to think gender questions inside educative 
process. The author underlines the necessity to plane  a gender teaching-method 
to found new curriculum with some difference of opinions between disciplines 
and educational styles. 
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Claudia Secci, Authors and Thought Schools in  International Dimension
author tells about the important rule of UNESCo around educational theo-
ry. It’s necessary reading again the category of care in education and the essay 
presents many interesting studies in deep about three authors: maritain, Freire 
and morin. 

Alessandro Simoncini, Well-mannereds. On Genealogy of Pedagogical Reasoning
In this essay the author shows the modernity and actuality of pedagogical speech. 
a deep reflection about genealogy of educative course would be necessary to un-
derstand the contemporary social problems. The communication is one of more 
important instruments of educational relationship today.

Franco Cambi, “Subject quuestion” as pedagogical problem
During Twentieth-century the western subject has been placed at the centre of 
scientific  discussion. The author shows three way of interpretation: 1) we have 
to go over traditional vision of western subject; 2) the return of hermeneutic 
thought about subject; 3) the contemporary subjects is managed by new tech-
nologies. It’s necessary reflects on these   questions with increasing attention.

Franco Cambi, The Self-government  School and the rule of  person
The self-government school must works to needs of subjects. School is not a 
metaphysical place but one of most important institution where thinking social 
emancipation. The moratti reform puts at the centre of attention the importance 
of personalization of studies and shows a new way to organized curriculum. 

Franco Cambi, University today and pedagogical teaching: frames and teaching-
methods problems

The author gives a deep reflection about University of “3+2” and the rule of Sci-
ences of Formation Faculty for the building of educative and social jobs. Educa-
tive professions need of mental reflection and pedagogy with science of educa-
tion can help and enrich this process. 

Caterina Benelli, Young People Look for Old Traditions. A Search at City of Guatemala
The essay presents a work about a search on “Protección y Desarrollo del Niñez y 
Adolescencia trabajadora” in Guatemala. There is a reflection on cooperation be-
tween Italy and Guatemala about projects devote to bring up to citizenship. one 
of the most important focus of this reflection is dedicated to bring up to dialogue.


